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Relativisti Quantum Mehanis and
Field Theory
∗
F. Strohi
Suola Normale Superiore and INFN, Pisa, Italy
The problems whih arise for a relativisti quantum mehanis are re-
viewed and ritially examined in onnetion with the foundations of quan-
tum eld theory. The onit between the quantum mehanial Hilbert spae
struture, the loality property and the gauge invariane enoded in the
Gauss' law is disussed in onnetion with the various quantization hoies
for gauge elds.
KEY WORDS: relativisti quantum mehanis, quantization of gauge
theories
1 INTRODUCTION
The problems of relativisti quantum mehanis (RQM) may look (at least
partly) obsolete, but sine the solution oered by quantum eld theory (QFT)
is now hallenged by more radial ideas (like string theory and/or non om-
mutative spae time), it is perhaps worthwhile to ritially reexamine the
oneptual motivations for the birth of QFT. The diulties of RQM whih
QFT is supposed to bypass are mentioned in almost any book on QFT, but
in our opinion, in view of the latest developments, it may be useful to fous
∗
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2the basi properties whih enter in the game and the role played by ovari-
ane, spetral ondition (or stability), relativisti ovariane and loality in
foring the transition from one partile (or few partiles) Shroedinger QM
to quantum elds.
Another oneptual reason for a reexamination of the foundational prob-
lems at the origin of QFT is that after more than seven deades no non trivial
(even non realisti) model in four (spae time) dimensions is under non per-
turbative ontrol. Atually, the prototypi model of self interating salar
eld, whih is used in most textbooks for developing (non trivial) perturba-
tion theory, has been proved to be trivial (namely the renormalized oupling
onstant vanishes when the ultraviolet uto is removed) under general on-
ditions, when treated non perturbatively
1
. This means that in general the
perturbative expansion is not reliable and in general one annot dene a QFT
model by its perturbative expansion.
It should be stressed that most of our wisdom in QFT is derived from
the perturbative expansion and that it would be silly to neglet the extraor-
dinary suess of perturbative Quantum Eletrodynamis (QED) in yielding
theoretial preditions whih agree with the experiments up to the eleventh
signiant gure. On the other hand, soon after the setting of perturbation
theory, Dyson argued
(2)
that the perturbative expansion of QED annot
be summed and that big osillations overwhelming the so suessful lowest
orders are expeted to arise (typially at order n = 1/α = 137).
These negative results legitimate the need of a non perturbative approah
to the problem of ombining quantum mehanis and relativity, with the aim
of either validating the foundations of quantum eld theory or displaying the
need of radial hanges and new ideas.
2
It is a ommon belief that (non abelian) gauge theories provide the way
out of the triviality theorems, but again a non perturbative ontrol is laking;
1
For a review of the arguments on the triviality of ϕ4 theories see Ref. 1.
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In the history of theoretial physis, there are famous examples in whih the ombina-
tion of dierent theories, with dierent origins, like e.g. eletromagnetism and thermody-
namis or eletromagnetism and mehanis, turned out to be impossible without dramati
oneptual revolutions, like Plank energy quanta and speial relativity.
3moreover as we shall disuss below, suh theories involve strongly deloalized
(eld) variables (typially those arrying a non zero harge), whose quantiza-
tion requires either non regular representations of the anonial ommutation
relation relation (CCR) or a violation of positivity by their vauum orrela-
tion funtions. In both ases, the quantum mehanial interpretation of suh
variables is not standard.
2 QUANTUM MECHANICS AND RELATI-
VITY
Soon after the birth of quantum mehanis it beame lear that in order to
desribe mirosopi systems, like eletrons, protons et., at high energies
one should ombine quantum mehanis and relativity.
Both theories are very well sound and fully under ontrol, in their domain
of appliations, also from a mathematial point of view; however, as we shall
see, the ombination of the two is a non trivial problem.
The basi requirements one has to fulll are the following
(QUANTUM MECHANICS) A Hilbert spae struture for the de-
sription of the (physial) states of the system, a unitary dynamis U(t)
and a stability ondition, i.e. a Hamiltonian bounded below.
(RELATIVITY) Relativisti ovariane, relativisti spetral ondi-
tion P 2 ≥ 0, P0 ≥ 0, and loality (or hyperboli dynamis).
The implementability of time evolution by (a strongly ontinuous one
parameter group of) unitary operators U(t) is equivalent to the existene of
the Hamiltonian (as a self adjoint operator); the relativisti spetral ondition
is atually required by the relativisti invariane of the property of energy
positivity.
An hyperboli dynamis is neessary for a nite propagation speed, as
required by Einstein ausality. Observable quantities should in fat be loal-
izable (in bounded regions) and their time evolution should be ontained in
the orresponding ausal shadow.
42.1 Relativisti Shroedinger Quantum Mehanis
Historially, the rst attempts to ombine quantum mehanis (QM) and
relativity (R) went in the diretion of writing a relativisti version of the
Shroedinger equation (relativisti wave equations), and it was soon realized
that serious problems emerge. In partiular, it turned out to be impossible
to satisfy basi physial properties, namely positivity of the energy, loality
and non trivial interation.
The simplest step is to replae the non relativisti energy-momentum
dispersion law E = p2/2m by the relativisti one E =
√
p2 +m2 and obtain
the relativisti Shroedinger equation (for simpliity we hose units suh that
h¯ = c = 1)
i∂t ψ =
√
−∆+m2 ψ. (2.1)
On the right hand side we have a pseudodierential operator, whose math-
ematial meaning is that of ating as the multipliation operator
√
p2 +m2
on the Fourier transform of ψ. Suh an operator is non loal and in fat it
implies that even if the initial data is of ompat support, it annot remain
so at later times.
Proposition 2.1 Equation (2.1) does not have solutions of ompat support.
Proof. In fat, if ψ(x, t) is of ompat support for t ∈ [0, ε) so is its time
derivative and the Fourier transforms of both, with respet to x, are analyti
funtions of p . Now, by eq.(2.1), ∂tψ˜(p, t) = −i
√
p2 +m2 ψ˜(p, t) and the
disontinuity of the square root aross the ut running from−m2 to∞ annot
be removed by multipliation by the analyti funtion ψ˜(p, t).
The lak of loality of the time evolution is a serious drawbak. First,
loalizability of the wave funtions is stritly related to the possibility of im-
plementing relativisti ausality, namely the property that observable densi-
ties an be loalized so that their support evolves in time with veloity less
that c = 1. In partiular, for solutions of eq.(2.1) the density ψ(x)∗ψ(x)
annot be loalized in this sense. The same loalization problem arises for
5the urrent density jµ(x) = (j0(x), ji(x)),
j0(x) = 12 [ψ
∗(x) (
√
−∆+m2ψ)(x) + (
√
−∆+m2ψ∗)(x)ψ(x)],
ji(x) = 12i [ψ
∗(x)∇iψ(x)−∇iψ∗(x)ψ(x)]. (2.2)
If j0 is of ompat support at initial time, it does not remain so at any later
time.
3
Furthermore, the non loality of the free Hamiltonian makes very di-
ult to introdue the interation, like the minimal oupling with an eletro-
magneti potential, sine it is hard to give a simple meaning to the formal
operator
√
(p− eA(x))2 +m2 (apart from the denition whih requires the
knowledge of the spetrum of the operator under square root).
A loal time evolution is given by the Klein-Gordon equation
(✷+m2)ϕ(x) = 0, (2.3)
whih is a hyperboli equation and therefore preserves the loalization of the
initial data with a nite propagation speed. However, eq.(2.3) has solutions
whose Fourier transform with respet to time has support unbounded be-
low, i.e. the frequeny ω may take arbitrarily large values with both signs
ω = ±√k2 +m2; the negative sign violate the positive energy spetral on-
dition. For solutions with negative frequenies also ρ(x, t) ≡ j0(x, t) beomes
negative and there is no good andidate for a probability density. The so-
lutions with negative frequenies must therefore be exluded by means of a
supplementary ondition. Sine eq.(2.3) is of seond order in the time deriva-
tive, the initial data involve both the value of ϕ and of its time derivative
3
Moreover, if the form of j0 is used to dene the salar produt between two wave
funtions, the hermitiity of operators is not the same as in Shroedinger QM; in partiular
the multipliation by x is not hermitean and annot desribe the position operator. An
hermitean position operator
x
op ≡ x− 1
2
∇(−∆+m2)−1
an be introdued, but the maximum loalization has a tail of exponential deay and suh
"loalization" property is not stable under Lorentz transformations.
6and the energy spetral ondition requires that the initial data must satisfy
the ondition
i ∂0ϕ(x, 0) =
√
−∆+m2ϕ(x, 0). (2.4)
However, by the previous argument this is a non loal ondition and therefore
the initial data for solutions satisfying the positive energy spetral ondition
annot have ompat support. One is therefore faing the same loalization
problems of eq.(2.1).
An advantage with respet to the Shroedinger equation is that the mini-
mal oupling eletromagneti interation is desribed by loal terms, namely
by the following equation
DµD
µϕ(x) +m2ϕ(x) = 0, Dµ ≡ ∂µ + ieAµ(x). (2.5)
There is however a serious problem, namely the positive energy ondition is
not stable under the interation; in fat, quite generally, even if the initial
data satisfy the positive energy ondition, the Fourier transform of the or-
responding solution may ontain negative frequenies.
4
This phenomenon is
known as the Klein paradox and represents a serious obstale for the inter-
pretation of ϕ(x, t) as the wave funtion of a quantum partile.5
4
For example, an interation term U(x)ϕ(x), in the Klein-Gordon equation, with U(x) a
potential of ompat support in spae and time, indues transitions to negative frequenies
sine the frequeny spetrum of U is unbounded below.
5
The analysis of the energy spetrum is onveniently done in the (equivalent) rst order
formulation, whih in the free ase reads
i ∂t u =
(
0 1
−∆+m2 0
)
u ≡ H0 u, u =
(
u1
u2
)
.
The Hilbert spae H is dened by the salar produt
(u, v) = 1
2
∫
d3x [∇u1∇v1 +m2u1 v1 + u2 v2].
Tehnially u1 ∈ H1(R3), u2 ∈ L2(R3); the Hamiltonian H0 is selfadjoint on D(H0) =
H2(R3)⊕H1(R3) and its spetrum is symmetri with respet to the origin. The interation
with external (tempered) elds, e.g. the minimal oupling eletromagneti interation,
orresponds to a bounded, in general non symmetri, perturbation.
7In general the interation with external elds having ompat support in
time does not ommute with the projetion operator P+ whih assures that
the initial data (in the far past) satisfy eq.(2.4) and therefore transitions to
negative energies are allowed.
6
The roots of the above diulties are rather deep being related to the
impossibility of a non trivial time displaement of the support of the initial
data (orresponding to a non trivial propagation speed) if the time evolution
is desribed by an evolution equation with
i) nite propagation speed (hyperbolitiity)
ii) loalization of the solutions (ompat support in spae)
iii) positive energy spetrum
Proposition 2.2 A time evolution with the above properties i)-iii) annot
indue a displaement of the support in spae of the initial data.
Proof. In fat, if R is a (ompat) region in spae disjoint from the support
K of the initial data, then by hyperboliity, for a suiently small interval
of time It, the solution remains zero in R. Now, positivity of the energy
spetrum implies that the solution has an analyti ontinuation to imaginary
times and is analyti for z = t− iτ, t ∈ R, τ > 0
ϕ(x, t− iτ) = (2pi)−1/2
∫
dω ϕ˜(x, ω) e−iω(t−iτ), (2.6)
where ϕ˜ denotes the Fourier transform of ϕ with respet to time. Thus, by
Shwarz's reetion priniple for analyti funtions,
ϕ(f, t) ≡
∫
d3x f(x)ϕ(x, t) = 0, (2.7)
if supp f ⊆ R, t ∈ It implies ϕ(f, t) = 0, for ∀t, i.e. supp ϕ(x, t) ⊆ K, ∀t.
One might think that the problems of the relativisti wave equations
disussed above originate beause time and spae derivatives do not appear
in a symmetri way and that the seond time derivative gives rise to both
6
For a disussion of the external eld problem see Ref. 3, in partiular the ontribution
by R. Seiler.
8negative frequenies and a non positive density ρ(x). These seem to have
been the motivations for the Dira equation, whih is linear in time and
spae derivatives at the expense of a four omponent wave funtion; in the
free ase it reads
[−iγµ∂µ +m ]ψ(x) = 0, (2.8)
where γµ, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 are 4 × 4 matries satisfying γµ γν + γν γµ = 2gµν ,
with gµν the Minkowski metri.
One of the advantages with respet to the Klein-Gordon equation is that
the Dira harge density j0(x) = ψ
∗(x)ψ(x) is positive denite (with no on-
dition) and an be interpreted as a probability density. Another important
nie feature of the Dira equation is that its time evolution is hyperboli and
that the initial data an be taken of ompat support. This property persists
for a large lass of (loal) interations, inluding the eletromagneti minimal
oupling in the physial radiation gauge.
(4)
However, as antiipated by the above Proposition 2.2, the spetrum of
the Hamiltonian H0 = −iαi∂i + γ0m, αi ≡ γ0γi, is not positive and one
faes the problem of eliminating the negative frequeny solutions as before.
Again one ould use initial data satisfying a positive energy ondition
P+ψ = ψ, P+ = (−∆+m2)−1/2[γ0
√
−∆+m2 − iγi∇i +m], (2.9)
but i) suh a projetion operator is non loal, so that the initial data satis-
fying the above ondition annot have ompat support, ii) time dependent
interations, e.g. an eletromagneti interation, indue transitions between
positive and negative energy solutions, as for the Klein-Gordon equation dis-
ussed above (Klein paradox
7
).
8
7
See e.g. Ref. 5 and for a omprehensive treatment Ref. 6.
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Assoiated with the ourrene of negative energy solutions is the problemati inter-
pretation of the oordinate x as the position operator; in fat its time derivative x˙i(t)
has eigenvalues ±1, orresponding (in our units) to the veloity of light (Zitterbewegung);
moreover, even in the free ase x¨i 6= 0 . Thus, as in the Klein-Gordon ase, the position
operator is obtained by taking projetions on the positive energy subspae
x
op = P+xP+,
9To ure the negative energy problem, Dira proposed his "hole theory",
aording to whih all negative energy states are oupied and Pauli exlusion
priniple preludes any transition to them. Clearly, this step represents a
radial departure from Shroedinger (few partile) quantum mehanis, sine
the atual piture involves both the Dira wave funtion and the Dira sea of
oupied negative energy states, i.e. innite degrees of freedom. Interations
an indue transition from a negative to a positive energy state, giving rise
to holes in the Dira sea, whih will appear as partiles of opposite harge;
the net result of suh transitions is reation of pairs onsisting of a positive
energy partile and a hole. It is not diult to reognize in this bold Dira
idea the seeds of quantum eld theory, where the eld operators ontain
both positive and negative frequenies and the positive energy spetrum is a
property of the states.
The diulties of a one partile interpretation of relativisti wave equa-
tions disussed above indiate a onit between relativity and Shroedinger
(few partile) quantum mehanis. The net onlusion is that the one (or
few) partile piture is unstable against interations and that almost in-
evitably one has to admit the possibility of many partiles exitations, i.e. a
relativisti quantum mehanis must involve innite degrees of freedom.
3 RELATIVISTIC PARTICLE INTERAC-
TIONS AND QUANTUM MECHANICS
Another soure of problems for a ombination of Shroedinger quantum me-
hanis and relativity is their dierent desription of partile interations.
In Shroedinger QM, the treatment of interation between partiles is based
on the anonial (Hamiltonian) formalism and on the Newtonian onept of
fore at a distane, (typially desribed by an interation potential), whih
makes use of simultaneity and therefore annot be relativistially invariant.
As a matter of fat, there are serious obstrutions, even at the lassial level,
with the inevitable deloalization problems disussed above.
10
for building up a relativisti dynamis involving fores at a distane. The
natural onept of interation ompatible with relativity is that of ontat
fore or more generally of loal interation with a dynamial medium or a
eld. One is then led to abandon the Newtonian piture of few partile in-
terations and onsider the innite degrees of freedom assoiated with the
(dynamial) eld responsible of the interation.
3.1 Problems Of Relativisti Partile Interations
A relativisti dynamis of partiles in terms of distane fores meets the
problem that interations annot be instantaneous (an inevitable delay re-
sulting from the nite propagation speed) and that simultaneity is not a
relativistially invariant onept
(7)
. In fat, in the ase of N partiles of def-
inite masses, if x(i)(τ (i)), denotes the world line of the i-th partile, τ (i) the
orresponding proper time and x˙(i)µ ≡ dx(i)µ /dτ (i) the four veloity, Lorentz
invariane implies x˙(i)µ x˙
(i)µ = 1. Hene, the stability of this ondition under
time evolution imposes the following onstraint on the aelerations
x˙(i)µ x¨
(i)µ = 0 (3.1)
and therefore on the fores.
Now, a spae-time translation invariant fore at a distane on a partile
depends on the relative positions (and possibly on the veloities) of the other
partiles at the same time, i.e. on the (free) Cauhy data at the given time,
so that in general eq.(3.1) will not be satised. For example, as disussed
by Wigner,
(8)
a spae-time reetion invariant entral fore between the i, j
pair of partiles is of the form
F ijµ = (x
(i)
µ − x(j)µ )f = −F jiµ , (3.2)
where f is a funtion of the invariants whih an be onstruted in terms of
the four vetors xµ and the four veloities; it is lear that in general the four
vetor x(i)µ −x(j)µ will not be perpendiular to both tangents of the two world
lines.
11
To ure this problem, van Dam and Wigner
(9)
proposed to use non loal
"fores at a distane", suh that the fore F (ij) on the i-th partile by the
j-th partile depends on all the points of the trajetory of the j-th partile,
whih are spaelike with respet to x(i).9 In this way, however, the dynamial
problem is no longer formulated in terms of a Cauhy problem for dierential
equations and beomes almost untratable, sine it involves the knowledge
of part of the partile trajetories.
No interation theorems for relativisti partile dynamis have also been
proved within the anonial (Hamiltonian) formalisms, on whih quantum
mehanis ruially relies.
(11)
A substantial part for the proof of suh re-
sults is the formalization of the property of relativisti invariane. A simple
and natural translation of Poinaré invariane is that the ten generators of
the Poinaré group (spae-time translations and Lorentz transformations)
are realized by funtions of the anonial variables and that their Lie alge-
bra is satised with the Lie produt [ , ] given by Poisson brakets (12); if
H, Pi, Ji, Ki, i = 1, 2, 3, denote the generators of time translations, spae
translations, spae rotations and pure Lorentz transformations, respetively,
they must satisfy
[H, Pi] = 0, [H, Ji] = 0, [H, Ki] = −Pi,
[Pi, Pk] = 0, [Pi, Jk ] = εiklPl, [Pi, Kk ] = −δikH,
[ Ji, Jk ] = εiklJl, [ Ji, Kk ] = εiklKk, [Ki, Kk ] = −εiklJl. (3.3)
Then one has
10
Proposition 3.1 If the partile oordinates (on the trajetories) qαi , α =
1, 2, ...N , transform orretly under the Poinare' transformations, i.e.
[ qαi , Pk ] = δik, [ q
α
i , Jk ] = −εiklqαl , [ qαi , Kk ] = qαi [ qαk , H ], (3.4)
9
Similarly, in Feynman and Wheeler theory of partile interations the fore F (ij)
depends on the points of the j-th trajetory whih lie on the light one entered at x(i);
with suh a hoie, the onservation laws of the partile energy momentum are not satised.
10
H. Leutwyler, lo. it.
12
(world line onditions) and the equations of motions are not degenerate, i.e.
det
∂2H
∂pαi ∂p
β
k
6= 0, (3.5)
then the partile aelerations vanish
[ [ qαi , H ], H ] = 0. (3.6)
Remark The non degeneray ondition states that the positions and velo-
ities form a omplete set of dynamial variables, so that the transition to a
Lagrangian is possible in the standard way. The above equations (3.4) for
the transformation properties of the oordinates orrespond to the world-line
ondition of Currie et al.
11
.
As disussed by Ekstein
(13)
the point at the basis of the argument is that
in the relativisti ase the Hamiltonian an be obtained from the Lie produt
of [Pi, Ki ] and therefore if spae translations and boosts have a kinemati-
al harater, i.e. an be written as sums of single partile funtions, so is
also the Hamiltonian and there annot be any partile interation. Suh a
onstraint does not exists in the non relativisti ase, where the non van-
ishing Lie produts of the generators of the Galilei group are [Gi, H ] = Pi,
[Pi, Gk ] = mδi k and those whih state the vetor harater of Pk, Jk, and
Gk (the generators of the aelerations) and . As it is well known, suh Lie
produts are ompatible with a non trivial partile interation.
11
For a simple derivation see the review by Currie and Jordan pp. 93-94. We briey
sketh the argument. Let Xi ≡ qi(t), X ′i ≡ q′i(t′) denote the oordinates of partile
position on the trajetory at time t and the orresponding ones in a Lorentz transformed
frame. We put t′ = 0 and onsider an innitesimal transformation so that seond order
terms in the Lorentz boost parameter αj are negleted. Then one has
Xi = X
′
i − αjt′ = X ′i, t = t′ − αjX ′j = −αj X ′j,
Xi = qi(t = −αjX ′j) = qi(0)− αjX ′j vi = qi(0)− αjqj(0) vi, vi ≡ dqi(t)/dt|t=0,
αj [qi, Kj ] = δ
αjqi(t) = −(q′i(0)− qi(0)) = −αjqj(0)vi.
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3.2 Field Interations And Quantum Mehanis
The diulties pointed out above for interations desribed by distane fores
suggest to onsider ontat fores or more interestingly eld mediated intera-
tions, with a eld ontat ation on the partiles. In this ase, the interation
is a result of energy momentum exhanges between the partiles through the
eld, whih propagates energy and momentum and an transfer them to the
partiles by ontat. Lorentz ovariane is then transribed in the Lorentz
invariane of the eld equations. This appears therefore as the distinguished
(if not the exlusive) way of formulating relativisti partile interations and
indeed the eletromagneti interation is the prototypial example.
When suh a piture is onfronted with quantum mehanis, interest-
ing onsiderations emerge, as learly emphasized by Heisenberg
(14)
. If the
lassial partiles are promoted to Shroedinger partiles, aording to the
priniples of quantum mehanis, the question arises about the quantum
mehanial status of the interation mediating eld. The possibility of keep-
ing a lassial struture for the elds is ruled out by Heisenberg unertainty
relations.
The point in Heisenberg argument is that if the measurement of eld mo-
mentum and its loalization were not onstrained by quantum mehanial
limitations, one ould use the partile-eld interation to violate the Heisen-
berg unertainty relations for the measurement of the partile position and
momentum.
A relativisti desription of partile interations mediated by a loal a-
tion of elds on the partiles poses the problem of the eld dynamis, whih,
as argued before, should be desribed by loal relativisti eld equations. We
have already seen suh equations in Set. 2, albeit with dierent motivations,
and one would run into the same problems disussed before if the elds are
interpreted as Shroedinger wave funtions. In partiular, positive energy
spetrum would exlude loalizability of the eld. Again a departure from
Shroedinger quantum mehanis in the diretion of eld quantization oers
a solution of suh a problem. In fat, the lassial expression of the eld
14
energy, e.g. in the free ase,
H(ϕ) = 1
2
∫
d3x [∇ϕ∗∇ϕ+m2ϕ∗ ϕ+ ϕ˙∗ ϕ˙ ] (3.7)
is positive denite and, in the anonial formulation, the Poisson brakets of
H(ϕ) give the time derivatives of the anonial eld
∂t ϕ = −{H(ϕ), ϕ }. (3.8)
Thus, one reovers the rle of H(ϕ) as the positive quantum generator of
time translations, provided the eld is onsidered as a quantum operator
(eld quantization) and the Poisson brakets are replaed by ommutators,
as in the anonial quantization proedure of lassial theories. In this way,
positivity of the energy is obtained. Furthermore, with the promotion of the
eld from Shreodinger wave funtion to a quantum operator, the frequeny
spetral support of (the Fourier transform of) the eld operator does not
desribe the energy-momentum of a state (as it would be the ase for a wave
funtion) but rather the energy-momentum variations that the eld operator
may indue by its appliation on a state, so that it is not onstrained to lie
in the forward one V¯+ by the spetral ondition on the energy momentum
operator. Then, a loal eld dynamis is allowed.
In this piture, also the problems onneted with the non positive def-
initeness of j0(x, t) disappear, sine j0 has the meaning of harge density
operator, whereas the probability density, say for a one partile state Ψ, is
given by the modulus squared of its (-number) wave funtion Ψ(x, t), whih
is related to (suitable) matrix elements of the quantum eld operator ϕ(x, t).
As it is well known and it is instrutive to hek in the above perspetive,
all this works very well in the free ase. In onlusion, the problems of loal
relativisti equations of motion and positive energy spetrum are solved in
the following way: i) the loal eld equations allow for both positive and
negative frequenies and in fat the eld has support in both the upper
and lower hyperboloids p2 = m2, ii) the Hamiltonian operator is a positive
operator and therefore its spetrum is positive, iii) the negative frequeny
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part of the eld, say ϕ−, is an operator whose ation on a state lowers its
energy; the positivity of the energy spetrum then requires that there is a
lowest energy energy state (vauum state) whih is annihilated by ϕ−.
All this strongly suggests that relativisti partile interations are a-
ounted for by the absorption or emission of energy momentum quanta ar-
ried by the interation mediating eld. The question of whether suh an
idea leads to a mathematially onsistent theory of partile interations is
the fundamental problem raised in the Introdution.
3.3 General Properties Of Quantum Field Theory
The investigation of the non perturbative foundations of relativisti quantum
eld theory began soon after the suess of the perturbative expansion of
quantum eletrodynamis, when the onvergene of the series was seriously
questioned, the theory was predited to be aited by ghosts (15) and the
high energy behaviour seemed to indiate the inonsisteny of the theory.
Furthermore, the mathematial problems of the interation piture od-
ied by Haag theorem and by Powers and Baumann theorems on the im-
possibility of using anonial quantization for the quantization of interating
elds, indiate that a non perturbative foundation of quantum eld theory
is an unavoidable issue.
The two major steps in this diretion were the Wightman formulation of
quantum eld theory in terms of the so alled Wightman "axioms",
(16)
whih
emphasize the spetral ondition, relativisti invariane and loality, and the
Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann approah (LSZ "axioms")
(17)
based
on the asymptoti ondition and the S-matrix elements. We shall briey
disuss the rst approah, whih proved to be more powerful, the seond
being derivable from it
(18)
. The term "axioms", even if orretly stressing
the attention to the mathematial rigor and onsisteny, does not do justie
to the fat that in both ases they represent the mathematial formulation
of deep and simple physial requirements.
The quantum mehanial interpretation of the theory and stability are
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enoded in the following quantum mehanial properties
QM1. (Hilbert spae struture) The states are desribed by vetors of a
(separable) Hilbert spae H
QM2. (Energy-momentum spetral ondition) The spae-time trans-
lations are a symmetry of the theory and are therefore desribed by strongly
ontinuous unitary operators U(a), a ∈ R4, in H.
The spetrum of the generators Pµ is ontained in the losed forward one
V¯+ = {pµ : p2 ≥ 0, p0 ≥ 0}. There is a vauum state Ψ0, with the property
of being the unique translationally invariant state, (hereafter referred to as
uniqueness of the vauum).
QM3. (Field operators) The theory is formulated in terms of elds ϕk(x),
k = 1, ...N , whih are operator valued tempered distributions in H, with Ψ0
a yli vetor for the elds, i.e. by applying polynomials of the (smeared)
elds to the vauum one gets a dense set D0.
Remarks. The separability of H atually follows from the yliity of
the vauum and temperedness, sine S(R4) has a ountable basis 12.
The yliity of the vauum states that the elds provide a omplete set
of "dynamial variables" in terms of whih, by appliation to the vauum,
one an desribe all the states of H.
The relativisti invariane of the theory is formalized by the following
relativisti properties:
R1. (Relativisti ovariane) The Lorentz transformations Λ are de-
sribed by (strongly ontinuous) unitary operators U(Λ(A)), A ∈ SL(2,C)
= the universal overing group
13
of the restrited Lorentz group L↑+ (hara-
terized by detΛ = 1, signΛ00 > 0) and the elds transform ovariantly under
the Poinaré transformations U(a, Λ) = U(a)U(Λ):
U(a,Λ(A))ϕi(x)U(a,Λ(A))
−1 = Si j(A
−1)ϕj(Λx+ a), (3.9)
12
Both the test funtion spaes S and D are separable as topologial spaes
13
This aounts for the spinor representations; for simpliity, in the following the "label"
A in Λ(A) will not be always spelled out.
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with S a nite dimensional representation of SL(2,C).
R2. (Miroausality or loality) The elds either ommute or antiom-
mute at spaelike separated points
[ϕi(x), ϕj(y) ]∓ = 0, for (x− y)2 < 0. (3.10)
Remarks. Eq. (3.9) guarantees the manifest ovariane of the formu-
lation, but is not stritly implied by relativisti invariane, sine one ould
use non ovariant elds; in this sense it is an essentially tehnial ondition,
sine it is learly more onvenient to use dynamial variables with simple
transformation properties under the symmetries of the theory.
It is easy to see that eq.(3.10) holds for free elds; in the interating ase
its validity for observable elds, like e.g. the eletromagneti eld Fµν(x),
is required by Einstein ausality, by whih measurements of observables lo-
alized in spaelike separated regions must be always ompatible (in the
quantum mehanial sense) and therefore suh observables must ommute.
The validity of eq.(3.10) for unobservable elds, like e.g. the fermion elds
(or elds arrying a gauge harge), is an extrapolation with respet to the
physial requirements, on the basis of the free ase and should be onsidered
as an essentially tehnial requirement, like the eld manifest ovariane.
The main motivation is that it guarantees that the observable operators on-
struted in terms of unobservable loal elds, like e.g. the urrent density,
the momentum density et., automatially ommute at spaelike separated
points, i.e. satisfy Einstein ausality. It is also fair to say that most of our
present wisdom on QFT, inluding the full ontrol of the low dimensional
ases, omes from models formulated in terms of loal (in general unobserv-
able) elds.
An alternative approah is to use only (bounded) loal observables; in
this ase not all the physial states belong to the vauum representation of
the observable algebra and unobservable elds may possibly be onstruted
as intertwiners between inequivalent representations of the observable alge-
bra
(19)
. This approah, also alled algebrai quantum eld theory, is more
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eonomial from a oneptual point of view, but less pratial for the on-
strutive problem of quantum eld theory models. One of the main virtues of
Wightman approah is its strong link with the onventional wisdom of quan-
tum eld theory, inluding the perturbation theory, whih ruially relies on
the use of non observable elds, like the vetor potential and the eletron eld
in QED. For this reason, the investigation of the mathematial strutures of
the vauum expetation values of elds, whih are at the basis of Wightman
approah, has a diret impat on the onventional formulation.
The properties QM1-QM3, R1, R2 imply the following properties of the
vauum expetation values (Wightman funtions) of, e.g., a salar eld. As
a onsequene of QM3
W1. W(x1, ...xn) ≡ (Ψ0, ϕ(x1)...ϕ(xn) Ψ0) are tempered distributions.
In the following for brevity we shall use a multivetor notation W(x) =
W(x1, ...xn), x = (x1, ...xn).
As a onsequene of QM2 and R1, putting ξj ≡ xj+1 − xj , one has
W2. (Covariane)
W(x1, ...xn) =W (ξ1, ...ξn−1) ≡W (ξ) =W (Λξ). (3.11)
W3. (Spetral ondition) The support of the Fourier transform W˜ of W
is ontained in the produt of forward ones, i.e.
W˜ (q1, ...qn) = 0, if qj /∈ V +. (3.12)
W4. (Loality) R2 gives
W(x1, ...xj , xj+1, ...xn) =W(x1, ...xj+1, xj , ...xn), if (xj − xj+1)2 < 0.
(3.13)
The Hilbert spae struture of QM1 gives
W5. (Positivity) For any terminating sequene f = (f0, f1, ...fN), fj ∈
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S(R4)j one has 14
∑
j,k
∫
dx dy f¯j(xj , ...x1) fk(y1, ...yk)W(x1, ...xj ; y1, ...yk)) ≥ 0. (3.14)
The uniqueness of the translationally invariant state is equivalent to
W6. (Cluster property) For any spaelike vetor a and for λ→∞
W(x1, ...xj , xj+1 + λa, ...xn + λa)→W(x1, ...xj)W(xj+1, ...xn), (3.15)
(the onvergene being in the distributional sense).
Eq.(3.15) says that the orrelation funtion of two monomials of (smea-
red) elds, alled lusters, fatorizes in the limit of innite spaelike distane
between the two lusters. This property plays a ruial rle for the existene
of asymptoti (free) elds and therefore for the onstrution of the S-matrix,
as laried by the Haag-Ruelle theory
(20)
. It orresponds to a suient fall o
of the potential in potential sattering and it is one of the basi axioms of the
so-alled S-matrix theory (21). Property (3.15) is related to the independene
of events assoiated to two lusters, when their separation beomes innite
in a spaelike diretion; the rate by whih the limit is reahed in eq.(3.15)
has atually been related to the deay rate of the "fore" between the two
lusters
(22)
From the general physial requirements, transribed in the mathematial
properties W1-W6, a number of relevant strutural information have been
derived, some of them having diret experimental onsequenes.
The rst point is that the onditions W1-W6 provide a more general
quantization rule than anonial quantization. Atually, in the ase of a eld
obeying a free eld equation, W1-W6 imply anonial quantization as a result
of Jost-Shroer theorem,
15
whereas for a general lass of interating elds,
14
This is the transription of positivity of the norm of any state of the form
Ψf = f0Ψ0 + ϕ(f1)Ψ0 + ϕ(f
(1)
2 )ϕ(f
(2)
2 )Ψ0 + ...,
where f = (f0, f1, ...fN ), fj =
∏j
k=1 f
(k)
j (xk).
15
R.F. Streater and A.S. Wightman, lo. it. Theor.4-15.
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as proved by Powers and Baumann, W1-W6 exlude anonial quantization
and provide a (non perturbative) substitute for it.
Another important onsequene of W1-W6 is the existene of asymptoti
elds and, under the assumption of asymptoti ompleteness, of a unitary
S-matrix. Also the LSZ asymptoti ondition and the assoiated redution
formulas an be derived from the Wightman formulation, as proved by Hepp
(see his Brandeis letures); furthermore one an prove dispersion relations
for sattering amplitudes, yielding experimentally measurable relations
(23)
.
By exploiting the analytiity properties of the Wightman funtions, a
proof of Pauli priniple has been obtained, namely that in the alternative of
ommutation or antiommutation relations at spaelike points, elds arry-
ing (half)integer spin must (anti)ommute (this is the famous Spin Statisti
Theorem).
The validity of the PCT symmetry, (up to now an experimentally es-
tablished property) also follows from the general properties of the Wightman
funtions, being in partiular related to loal ommutativity (see the Streater
and Wightman book).
Finally, by exploiting the spetral ondition, the Lorentz ovariane and
loality, it has been shown that the Wightman funtions have an analyti
ontinuation to the so alled eulidean points and therefore in this way one
derives the existene and the general properties of eulidean quantum eld
theory, a ruial tehnial tool for the non perturbative approahes devel-
oped in the last deades (like the lattie approah to gauge theories, the
onstrutive strategy et.).
Unfortunately, the physially motivated onstraints W1-W6 are highly
non trivial to satisfy, as indiated by the non perturbative results on the
triviality of the λϕ4 theory and possibly of quantum eletrodynamis. It
may be instrutive to note that the λϕ4 theory in four spae time dimensions
would no longer be trivial if either the Hilbert spae struture (i.e. positivity)
or the spetral ondition (λ > 0) is relaxed (24).
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4 QUANTUM GAUGE FIELD THEORY
A widespread belief is that the above mentioned triviality problems do not
exist for asymptotially free QFT's and in partiular for a large lass of
non abelian gauge theories. Thus, at present, gauge eld theory appears as
the good andidate for the solution of the problem of ombining quantum
mehanis and relativity.
Unfortunately, in gauge theories the (positive Hilbert spae) quantiza-
tion of harged elds requires their strong deloalization, so that loality,
eq.(3.10), fails. Sine all the wisdom gained from perturbation theory ru-
ially relies on the use of loal elds and very little is known about non loal
eld theories, a relevant mathematial question is whih are the alternatives
and what an be learned from the perturbative approah about the general
strutures. This is the ontent of the present setion.
From the standard perturbative treatment of gauge theories one may be
led to believe that the dierenes with respet to the ordinary QFT models,
like λϕ4, are merely tehnial and essentially amount to more ompliated
bookkeeping rules and to a proliferation of indies. In fat, in quantum eld
theory textbooks, the perturbative expansion of QED in the Feynman gauge
is disussed in strit analogy with the salar eld theory model.
In eet, even from a physial point of view, gauge eld theories are
haraterized by radially dierent strutures with respet to ordinary QFT's
and suh dierenes are responsible for the new problems whih arise in the
quantization of gauge theories.
The basi dierene is the invariane under the innite dimensional Lie
group G of (loal) gauge transformations, so that by the seond Noether
theorem one not only dedues the existene of a onserved urrent jαµ , for eah
generator of the subgroup G of rigid (or global) gauge transformations, but
also the fat that suh a urrent is the divergene of an antisymmetri tensor
(in the language of dierential geometry the assoiated form is a boundary)
jαµ = ∂
νGαν µ, G
α
ν µ = −Gαµ ν , (4.1)
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α = 1, ...N , N = dimG. Suh a property will be alled (loal) Gauss law.
It plays a rather ruial role for understanding the strutural dierenes with
respet to ordinary QFT's , sine most of the peuliar phenomena exhibited
by gauge eld theories, like Higgs mehanism, linearly raising quark-anti
quark potential, quark onnement, harged eld deloalization et. depend
on it.
We briey mention some of its important onsequenes
16
. First, ur-
rent onservation beomes a geometrial identity whih does not involve the
evolution equations of the harge arrying elds. Seondly, the Gauss' law
implies the superseletion of the harge assoiated to the urrent jαµ , formally
Qα =
∫
d3x jα0 (x, t), (4.2)
i.e. one not only has a seletion rule assoiated to the onservation law
[Qα, H ] = 0, with H the Hamiltonian, but the muh stronger property that
[Qα, A ], for any (loal) observable (26) .
Finally, the Gauss' law implies the non loality of the harged elds
(27)
,
sine, e.g. in the abelian ase, a eld ϕ has a harge q if
[Q, ϕ ] = qϕ, (4.3)
and by Gauss' law one has
[Q, ϕ(y) ] =
∫
d3x [ j0(x, 0), ϕ(y) ] = [ Φ∞(E), ϕ(y) ], (4.4)
where Φ∞(E) denotes the ux at spaelike innity of the eletri eld Ei ≡
G0 i. Clearly, if ϕ(y) and Ei(x) ommute at spaelike separations, the right
hand side vanishes (sine the spaelike innity is spaelike with respet to
any spaetime point y) and ϕ(y) annot have a non zero harge Q. The
physial meaning of suh a property is rather transparent, being related to
Gauss' theorem; the loal Gauss' law implies long range orrelations and a
Coulomb like deloalization to ensure a non vanishing eletri ux at innity.
16
For a look to gauge theories whih emphasizes the loal Gauss law, see Refs. 25.
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In the standard perturbative approah, e.g. in the so alled ovariant and
renormalizable gauges, the non loality implied by Gauss' law is somewhat
hidden by the hoie of weakening the requirement of gauge invariane and
by requiring the Gauss' law only on a subspae of the vetor spae of the
orresponding quantum eld theory (see below). This hoie leads to the
violation of positivity by the orrelation funtions of the harged elds.
In onlusion, quite generally one an prove that in the quantization of
gauge eld theories the (orrelation funtions of the) harged elds annot
satisfy all the quantum mehanial onstraints QM1, QM2 and the relativity
onstraints R1, R2, sine loality and positivity are ruially in onit
(28)
.
Therefore, the general framework disussed in Set.3.3 has to be modied
(modied Wightman axioms).
4.1 Quantum Mehanis And Gauss' Law
To better grasp the strutural problems arising in the quantization of gauge
theories the following brief digression about harged states may be of help.
In standard QFT models with no superseletion rule, i.e. with no
quantum number ommuting with all the observables, the vauum is a yli
vetor for the (loal) observable eld algebra A, in a Hilbert spae H, whih
ontains all the physial states (whih an be assoiated to suh a vauum
state).
In general, a gauge QFT is haraterized by the existene of quantum
numbers Qα, alled "harges", whih ommute with all the observables; the
observable (loal) eld algebra A is a proper subalgebra of a eld algebra F
and relevant partile representations of A, dened by "harged states", are
disjoint from the vauum setor
H0 ≡ {AΨ0}. (4.5)
The Hilbert spae H of physial states deomposes as a diret sum of spaes
Hq of denite harge q, alled harged setors, and the harged elds inter-
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twine between the vauum and the harged setors
17
. A typial example
of this struture is provided by quantum eletrodynamis in the Coulomb
gauge, where the eletron eld onnets the vauum setor to the harged
setors.
In the lass of gauge theories, one an furthermore distinguish two ases.
A. Gauge QFT of DHR type
(29)
. There is a global gauge group G (a
nite dimensional ompat Lie group) leaving the loal observables pointwise
invariant, with no Gauss' law assoiated to the orresponding superseletion
rules. In this ase, the harged setors are desribed by loal elds or more
preisely by loal morphisms; an example of this type would be given by
a Yukawa theory of nuleon-pion interations, in the ase in whih all the
observables are invariant under the SU(2) isospin group.
B. Gauge QFT with Gauss' law. The loal observables are pointwise
invariant under a loal gauge group (an innitely dimensional Lie group),
equivalently a loal Gauss law holds. In this ase the harged setors annot
be desribed by loal elds or by loal morphisms and the DHR lassiation
and theory does not apply. A typial example is given by QED.
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4.2 Renormalizable Gauges And Quantum Mehanis
Sine, the perturbative expansion of QED has been developped in the so
alled renormalizable gauges, in partiular in the Feynman gauge, it is per-
haps interesting to disuss the mathematial properties of suh a gauge and
its quantum mehanial interpretation.
17
In the mathematial language they dene morphisms ρq of the (loal) observable
algebra, so that a harged state representation piq an be obtained from the vauum rep-
resentation pi0 by a morphism ρq: piq(A) = pi0(ρq(A)). For an extensive analysis of the
onstrution of harged states in terms of morphisms of the observable algebra see R.
Haag, Loal Quantum Physis, Springer 1996, esp.Ch. IV.
18
For suh a theory the deloalization of harged setors is stronger than expeted on the
basis of lassial eletrodynamis. In fat, whereas one expets a deloalized Coulomb tail
for the expetations of the eletri eld on a harged state, one would expet loalization
for the harge density j0(x) on harged states; atually, it is not so (D. Buhholz, S.
Dopliher, G. Morhio, J. Roberts and F. Strohi, Ann. Phys. 290, 53 (2001)).
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In the Feynman quantization of QED, the eld algebra is generated by the
(loal) elds ψ, ψ, and Aµ, and their vauum orrelation funtions satisfy the
relativisti spetral ondition and Lorentz ovariane. The eld equations
jµ = ✷Aµ = ∂
νFν µ + ∂µ∂A (4.6)
display the violation of Gauss' law, by the ourrene of the longitudinal
eld ∂µ∂A, whih annot vanish if the eletron elds are loal (weak Gauss'
law). Quite generally, one an show that the orrelation funtions of the
elds annot satisfy positivity and therefore there is no obvious Hilbert spae
struture assoiated to them.
The solution of this problem in the free ase is well know (and disussed in
any textbook on QED) and essentially due to Gupta and Bleuler (Feynman-
Gupta-Bleuler quantization). The lesson for the general ase is that the
vauum expetations < >0 of the elds dene a vetor spae V = F Ψ0, and
an inner produt on it by
< AΨ0, BΨ0 >≡< A∗B >0, ∀A, B ∈ F . (4.7)
The subspae H′ ⊂ V, haraterized by the property of yielding vanishing
expetation
19
of the longitudinal eld ∂µ∂A, is a andidate for the physial
spae. In fat, the validity of the Gauss' law in expetations on H′ orre-
sponds to the gauge invariane ondition of the physial states. Furthermore,
the inner produt < ., . >0 is non negative onH′, so thatH′ has a pre-Hilbert
struture and a quantum mehanial interpretation is possible.
General onditions assure that the inner produt < ., . > an be related
to a Hilbert produt (., .) on V, by a metri operator η, with η2 = 1,
< A, B >= (A, ηB) (4.8)
(Hilbert-Krein struture). The onstrution of η is linked to the infrared
problem and physial harged states belong to the Hilbert-Krein losure of
19
Suh a non linear ondition is replaed by a linear supplementary ondition, whih in
the abelian ase reads (∂A)−H′ = 0, with the minus denoting the destrution part of the
free eld operator ∂A and in the non abelian ase reads QBRSTH′ = 0, where QBRST is
the BRST harge.
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V, i.e. an be obtained as weak limits of (loal) vetors of V; in this way, one
obtains a solution of Zwanziger problem
20
4.3 Loality, Gauss' Law and Non Regularity
In the Feynman gauge the quantization of quantum eletrodynamis is ob-
tained by adding to the gauge invariant Lagrangean a so alled gauge xing,
whih breaks the invariane under the full gauge group down to the subgroup
of gauge transformations with gauge parameter Λ(x) satisfying the free wave
equation. Suh a breaking of gauge invariane leads to the weak form of
the Gauss' law. An alternative strategy, pioneered in partiular by Wilson
for gauge theories on a lattie, is to use a fully gauge invariant Lagrangean
in the eulidean ation, i.e. to avoid the introdution of a gauge xing. In
this way, the so obtained orrelation funtions satisfy loality, spetral on-
dition and positivity and the Gauss' law holds in operator form. However, in
suh an approah to the quantization of gauge theories, the representation of
the harged elds is rather peuliar, sine all their orrelation funtions (at
non oinident points), in partiular the harged eld propagators, vanish.
This exludes a onnetion with the standard perturbative approah and it is
atually inompatible with anonial quantization, sine the so represented
harged elds annot obey anonial ommutation relations.
Furthermore, in suh an approah to the quantization of gauge theories,
the Hilbert spae dened by the so obtained orrelation funtions onsists of
the vauum setor and the aess to the harged states representations is not
trivial.
A further alternative, with the purpose of keeping loality, positivity and
the positivity of the energy, is the temporal gauge quantization
21
.
The inompatibility of the Gauss' law with the anonial ommutation
relations of the vetor potential Ai, A0 = 0, whih is learly displayed in the
20
For a more detailed disussion of these strutures arising in the Feynman-Gupta-
Bleuler formulation of QED, see Ref. 30.
21
For a review of the literature on suh a quantization, see Ref. 31.
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abelian ase by the equation
[ (divE − j0)(y), divA(x) ] = −i∆δ(y − x), (4.9)
is at the basis of the ontraditory proposals, disussed in the literature,
for the propagator of the vetor potential, with peuliar features, like the
breaking of time translations, haraterizing the various solutions.
A lariation of the mathematial struture of the temporal gauge in
the QED ase and its ompatibility with the basi quantum mehanial re-
quirements has been disussed reently
(32)
. In partiular, one an show that
the Gauss' law in operator form requires a non regular representation for the
vetor potential.
To make this point lear, it is useful to distinguish, in the mathematial
struture of quantum mehanis, the algebrai properties of the anonial
variables, i.e. the algebra of the anonial ommutation relations (briey the
CCR algebra) and its representation in terms of Hilbert spae operators.
As CCR algebra it is onvenient to take the algebra AW generated by the
Weyl operators U(α) ∼ eiαq, V (β) ∼ eiβp. The use of bounded funtions of
the q's and p's, avoids domain questions and allows to give AW a C∗ algebrai
struture.
A representation of the CCR algebra AW in terms of Hilbert spae opera-
tors is alled regular if the (representatives of the) Weyl operators are strongly
ontinuous in the parameters α, β. This property haraterizes the standard
Shroedinger quantum mehanis (of systems with nite degrees of freedom),
sine the q's and p's an be obtained by derivation of the Weyl operators and
by the Stone-Von Neumann theorem, apart from multipliities, there is only
one regular representation. For these reasons, in the textbook presentations
of the basi struture of quantum mehanis the above distintion is usually
omitted.
Non regular representations have been dismissed as pathologial in the
past, but they are atually unavoidable for interesting physial problems, also
in the ase of systems with nite degrees of freedom, like the Bloh eletrons
and the assoiated θ states, the ground state representation of a quantum
28
partile in a periodi potential, the quantum partile on a irle et.
22
A
typial example of a non regular representation is given by the state dened
by the following expetations
< U(α) V (β) >= 0, if α 6= 0, < V (β) >= 1. (4.10)
In this representation the position operator annot be dened (only the orre-
sponing Weyl operator U(α) exists) and in fat, the ommon physial feature
of the above mentioned quantum mehanial examples is that the ground
state (wave funtion) is so deloalized, (as a onsequene of periodi stru-
tures), that it is impossible to dene the position. Non regular representation
also appear in QFT models in onnetion with infrared singular (anonial)
elds, as in the algebrai fermion bosonization, in two dimensional onfor-
mal models, in the positive quantization of the massless salar eld in two
dimensions, in the positive gauge quantization of the Shwinger model, in
Chern-Simons quantum eld theory models
(36)
. Also in these QFT exam-
ples, the ourrene of an infrared deloalization is responsible for the non
regularity.
For the temporal gauge, its realization without violating loality, Hilbert
spae struture and operator Gauss' law is haraterized by the following
vauum expetation, for any test funtion h,
< eidivA(h) >0= 0, if h 6= 0, (4.11)
where divA(h) =
∫
d4x divA(x) h(x). This means that the longitudinal al-
gebra annot be regularly represented and the orrelation funtions of the
vetor potential, in partiular its propagator, do not exits (only those of its
exponentials do).
22
The general features of the quantum mehanis arising from non regular representa-
tions have been disussed in Ref. 33. A generalization of the Stone-Von Neumann theorem
yielding a lassiation of the non regular representations of the CCR algebra, whih are
strongly measurable, has been given in Ref. 34. For the disussion of the quantum me-
hanial examples see Ref. 35.
29
In onlusion, the quantization of the temporal gauge requires a depar-
ture from the standard quantum mehanial struture, by allowing for a non
regular representation of the longitudinal eld algebra.
23
4.4 Non Loal Charged Fields
Finally, we shall briey mention the basi features of quantizations of gauge
theories, whih keep the Gauss' law in operator form, the Hilbert spae stru-
ture or positivity and allow for non loal harged elds. This is the ase of
the Coulomb gauge quantization of QED.
On one side, one gets most of the nie features of a standard quantum
eld theory; on the other side, as mentioned before, the non loality of the
harged elds is the origin of tehnial and oneptual problems.
The non loal dynamis of the harged elds, with typial Coulomb de-
loalization, gives rise to a ruial dependene on the boundary terms in
nite volume and on variables at innity in the termodynamial limit, with
phenomena ommon to gauge theories and Coulomb systems
(37)
.
In a non perturbative onstrutive approah, the removal of the infrared
uto and the renormalization is more diult.
Partiles states are desribed by non loal elds and the standard proofs
of PCT and Spin Statistis theorems do not apply.
The relation between the harge density and the eletri harge beomes
more deliate
(38)
.
One may be led to think that most of the problems disussed above for
the quantization of gauge theories are gauge artifats and one should not
take them seriously. As a matter of fat, they are not merely tehnial
problems with little or even no physial relevane. They hinge on the theo-
retial problem of a non trivial theory whih ombines quantum mehanis
23
A quantization of the temporal gauge in whih the two point funtion of the vetor
potential exists and satises loality, positivity of the energy spetrum, invariane under
spae time translations, rotations and parity, requires a weak form of the Gauss' law and
a violation of positivity; see Ref. 32.
30
and relativity and reet the physial ruial fat that gauge invariane (or
equivalently Gauss' law) gives rise to a strong deloalization of the (physial)
harged states, so that they annot be desribed by elds whih satisfy loal
ommutativity.
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